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INTRODUCTION 

The fourth quarter of 2013 was a busy time for the Vodacom ICT Resource Centres and their 

managers. Highlights included centres been given five tablets loaded with books for researching 

purposes and the centre managers attending the annual Vodacom Mobile Education Workshop in 

Midrand, Gauteng.  All nine provincial ICT Resource Centres have now completed the training of 

trainers sessions that SchoolNet SA was commissioned to offer by Vodacom and it is pleasing to see 

that centre managers are now rolling out training sessions using the capacity that has been built.  

The graph alongside shows that in 2013 there was an 

impressive increase in visitors to the centres – in fact triple 

the number of visitors for 2011. This increase can be 

attributed to the fact that all centres are now open and 

functional and most providing useful services and courses to 

teachers and community members in their districts.  

A popular offering at the Vodacom ICT Resources continues 

to be the SchoolNet SA Sizanani ICT Skills for Community 

Members with 799 people being trained in 2013. This course is popular because it provides useful 

skills to unemployed youth and community members and it can be held during weekdays which 

enables training to take place during normal working hours for centre trainers. Teachers of course 

are also still benefitting from training, with 1 209 teachers participating in the ICT Skills for Teachers 

course in 2013. In 2013 close to 4000 people completed formal courses at the Vodacom centres and 

almost 10 000 people made use of the Internet Café facilities Congratulations must go to the centre 

managers, whose efforts to market the centres are paying off.  

 

 

This report consists firstly of the ICT Resource Centre status reports based on information received 

from the various centre managers. The site visit and principals’ forum reports for the three visits that 

took place this quarter are then presented in (Upington, Ganyesa and Umbilo).  This is followed by 

reports on the SchoolNet SA facilitated training, namely ICT Leadership for Education (Upington and 

Ganyesa) and Help Desk (Thaba Nchu). This quarterly report ends with feedback Vodacom Workshop 

in Midrand, and a report on three webinars conducted for centre teams. 

  



CENTRE STATUS REPORTS  

EASTERN CAPE – LADY FRERE 

The Lady Frere Vodacom ICT Resource Centre received a Community award 

at the annual Vodacom awards. One of the ways in which this centre is 

supporting community members is through the Sizanani programme. On 

25 November 2013, 25 unemployed youth who completed the Sizanani ICT 

Skills for Community Members course received certificates. From 25 

February – 31 October 2013 the Lady Frere Vodacom ICT Resource Centre 

had 25 ABET learners working on the Sizanani course.  They will be writing exams on the 11 

November 2013.   The district has also made a pledge to pay R1 000 a month to the facilitator who 

runs the Sizanani course at the Lady Frere Centre. 

All internet users at this centre are now are signing the log book which has helped the centre team 

to track visitors. In the previous report, Centre Manager 

Pakama Mjobo reported that people had been accessing the 

internet from the road.  Vodacom responded to this by 

blocking outside use of the Internet as well as access to 

websites that  are harmful.   

Highlights for the quarter included principals from 30 schools 

receiving new 3G cards from Vodacom. The district website 

and Vodacom Centre blog have been created and the link 

will be made available soon. 

MPUMALANGA – EMALAHLENI 

The Emalahleni Vodacom ICT Resource Centre trainer Mathandi 

Mokumo reported a number of highlights for the quarter. The final 

Principals’ Forum was held on 23 October 2013. Principals received the 

new sim cards that will be used by educators to access educational 

resources from internet. Tamry Smit from Edit Microsystems conducted 

an online workshop attended by 23 educators. The workshop focused 

on Clicker 6 which will assist learners with literacy.  

Learners have been shown how to use the e-readers which are availible at the centre. They have 

explored the apps that are availible and have enjoyed taking videos and pictures. This project has 

encouraged learners to collaborate and teach one another. Learners have been making use of the 

library books if the Kindle tables are full. 

Between the month of October and November 2013, Mathematics Online was used for revision 

purposes. According to Mokumo a number of teachers and learners were very comfortable when 

using Maths Online. 

Seven schools visted the Centre for one week in October 2013 using funding from a Programmatic 

Support Grant Initiative from the South African Agency for Science and Technology Advancement to 

cover transport costs.   



Mokumo reports that Educators are sacrificing their time on Saturdays to receive training and that 

15 learners are attending the IT Essentials course. The centre is also looking forward in running a 

financial literacy workshop before the end of 2013. 

NORTHERN CAPE – UPINGTON 

Between 1 September and 31 December 2013, Deidre Jansen and 

Alastair Stan conducted training for the Sizanani ICT Skills for 

Community Members course. Seventy two candidates attended the 

course and provided positive feedback. According to Centre Manager 

Bennet Johannesen the Upinngton Vodacom ICT Resource Centre 

already has three fully booked classes and more community members 

on a waiting list to attend the Sizanani course for 2014. 

During this quarter Blaauwskop and Soverby Primary Schools 

attended ICT Skills for Teachers training.  The training was 

supported by Karsten Boerdery as part of their Corporate Social 

Investment projects. Educators had different ICT skills levels, but 

all enjoyed the course as is shown by the following comments 

posted on Facebook: 

 Claudine Smith commented: “It was the wonderful, enjoyable and educational three Saturdays I 

experienced for the year ….. It was the cherry on the cake!” 

 Antioneth van Rooyen commented: “ Saturday is again class and I am excited about it” 

During the third and fourth quarter, grade 11 Learners from Saul Damon 

High School received training on CAD applications. The highlight of the day 

was when one of the learners became so proficient at using the CAD 

software that he was able to prepare his Practical Assessment Task using 

the computers.  

In October 2013 Johannesen developed a Technology Plan for schools in 

the district focusing on developing a vision, policy and action plan.  This 

plan will guide schools as they develop a long term, realistic, achievable 

statement of intent.  

According to Johannesen the Upington Vodacom ICT Resource Centre 

receives an average of 820 visitors per month.  Learners from grades 3 to 

12 make use of the facility for assignment research purposes. Learners 

from the Oasis Development Skills Centre visit the centre every Tuesday 

morning for an hour to make use of the resource centre’s assistive 

equipment and clicker software.  

In November 2013 the e-reader programme was introduced and it has been a positive addition to 

the centre. The big challenge of this initative is a lack of space as the e-reader table is housed in a 

very small area in the reception area. Johannesen has reported the issue to the Department of 

Public Works in the hope that they will fund additional space being added to the front of the centre.   



Johannesen reported that the Cisco project is not properly organised at 

the Upington Centre.Problems include a lack of proper study material; 

insuficient equipment and tools for practicals; and an lack of stipends 

which means learners do not to attend classes regularly.  Despite these 

challenges, many of the participants have shared a positive view of the 

programme – some of which are shared below (unedited): 

Deidre Jansen - trainer  
I am assisting people on how to use a computer to do basic office work, use the 

internet to do research and creating, reading and sending emails. Giving training 

to the youth to further their education and to better their chances of job 

seeking. Training and educating people of the community to become computer 

literate. Fixing laptop and desktop Windows problems at minimal prices for the 

surrounding community. Working in a team that has the same passion for 

training and helping people to use the technology available today to make life 

easier and better life. 

I feel that the fact that we only receive empty promises 

when we query about our salaries is holding us back.  If 

we paid as promised I fell we all would pull all our weight 

100% and therefore try our best to see the program 

through and succeed its full potential.  

Candice Van Rooyen 
 The experience I had so far in IT learner ship and 

skills training were amazing. I’ve learned a lot and 

wish to accomplish more learning skills in the IT 

environment to greater my knowledge.  I was 

privileged to work with great students who was highly 

motivated and had 

such great fun. Last 

but not least I want to 

thank the creators of 

this IT Learner ship 

and teachers for this 

wonderful 

opportunity. 

 

Brandon John Orange 
First of I would like to say thank you for giving us an opportunity to learn more 

about computers and the latest technology, I really enjoy the course so far it’s 

awesome. To me it’s about learning and discovers new things and I was given a 

chance by Vodacom. I was told that it’s a learner ship, and that we were going to 

get paid but it didn’t  happened, first I was angry because I don’t like to be 

promised something and I don’t see it. 

Then I started to really get in the IT vibe and all I want to do is to finish the IT 

Essentials course to start another IT course like maybe Programming and 

Networking because I like IT allot now, and this never would have happened in 

my life if it wasn’t for you guys. 

So at the end of the day we can say that there was 

a few negative points and allot of positive points 

and at least I am moving forward in my education 

and in life, so money isn’t a big issue here all that 

matter is that I am getting educated. So thank you 

again Vodacom I STARTED FROM THE BOTTOM 

NOW I AM HERE!!! 

Lweka Heri Patrick  
My experience at Vodacom Learnership Center was 

interesting , I learned appropriates methods of 

management of the new information technology of 

communication,  the technical knowledge required 

to work in the IT industry and I also earn to use good 

communication skills to use with costumers and Co-

workers… A major concept that I intend to deepen 

by practices for better mastery of computers. The 

center is beneficial for me  that I did not pay 

anything as costs of attending training. I do no finish 

it but thanking 

my teachers and 

all my 

classmates. 

Thanks!  

 

Victor Jansen  
My time at the Vodacom ICT Upington Centre was most interesting. This 

Learner ship gave me the opportunity to learn new things, get to know new 

people, and a broader understanding of computers. Learning the components 

of a computer and how they function with each other. I now have the 

knowledge of how computers operate, and how to assemble one. The ITE (IT 

Essentials) online course is an awesome way for people to be in the now, 

become computer and internet smart and have the knowledge of 21st century 

computer technology. Even though as a Learner ship, and should normally 

receive a stipend, we as the learner, is there to learn obviously, but the effort 

for some of us to get here is a demanding one, having to travel a long distance 

to get at the ICT centre. The  money is of course used for that. A stipend will be 

helpful, and if we get a sense of a back pay, and to be reassured for the effort 

done to get to the centre 

Ricky Cloete     
My experience at the Vodacom ICT Learnership was 

very exciting I have met new people and have learn 

new things and have enjoy myself so far but the most 

of all I want to thank  the people of Vodacom and 

Cisco for giving me the opportunity to study the IT 

Essentials course. The things that are really bothering 

me is when are we gone get paid. But my experience 

at the course was great and I want to take my IT 

further. 



  

Shanelle Thomson  
My experience at the Vodacom IT learnership was interesting and enjoyable. The 
work we done here was very educational and motivational as to learning more 
and new things about computers and their latest technology and mobile devices, 
and gaining more knowledge about how to use them, and brushing up on my 
communication skills if needed to help people with computers in the nearer 
future. Meeting the people who were also part of this course was also the 
highlight of this course. 

The things that I did not like about the course was the fact that we did not 
always start on time and that there were always interruptions from people 
asking for our lecturer and having to put our 
lesson on hold. 

 Lastly, it did not impress me that we found 

out that we were not receiving our payment 

as we were told, the fact that we heard this, 

changed our whole perception towards the 

course and most of the people did not take it 

seriously anymore and that is not what I was 

expecting to gain from this course, a negative 

outlook. 

Nelru-Ann Van Wyk 

I.T Learner ship was, and still is an adventure. The 

people I’ve met here are really nice, including our 

teachers .At times the work was a lot, but somehow 

we managed to make it through in the end. I’ve 

learned a lot of things here, and I’m proud to say that 

I am part of an IT Learner ship for Vodacom.  

 

NORTHWEST – GANYESA 

The Centre Manager, Avhashoni Antsieni reported the following 

highlights: 

 From 25 October to 11 December 2013, ABET students from the 

Department of Agriculture were trained on the use of computers.  

 On 10 October 2013 Interactive Whiteboard training was held. 

This was attended by 15 educators from Maatla Secondary School.  

 In  October 2013 training for Youth Skills Development commenced 

involving with 15 unemployed youth. They main objective is to 

improve technical skills and will include training in Cisco IT 

Essentials and Networking plus.   

 On the 16 October 2013 a webinar was attended by six educators 

from Vodacom Mobile Education Schools. The main objective of the 

webinar was to show teachers how they could create and use blogs 

for educational purposes.   

 From 21 October – 8 November 2013, 22 Community Members 

attended the Sizanani ICT Skills for Community Members course. A 

new group will participate in this course between 4 and 11 

December 2013. 



FREE STATE - THABA NCHU   

From 7 to 9 October 2013 potential trainers from various FET schools 

attended the ICT Skills for Teachers course facilitated by Nomty Gcaba so 

that they could experience the course as participants. These potential 

trainers then were trained as trainers by Victor Ngobeni on 25 and 26 

October 2013.   

On 5 November 2013 Vodacom provided the Thaba Nchu Vodacom ICT 

Resource Centre with five Kindle tablets loaded with different books for researching purposes.   Prior 

to that, a table to which tablets would be securely mounted was also delivered to the centre.   

From 18 - 20 November and 25 – 27 November 2013, the ICT Skills for 

Teachers course was offered at the centre by centre manager, Mosebetsi 

Mphuthi. This session was attended by 15  educators from Katamelo Primary 

School (located in Botshabelo village - 15 kilometers from Thaba’Nchu). The 

atmosphere during the training was vibrant and most teachers exhibited an 

eagerness to be able to use computers.   

A number of challenges have been reported by the Free State Centre manager: 

 On 26 October 2013 during during Ngobeni’s training the Centre experienced a temporary 

power failure.  Electricity came back at about 10:45.  Despite that challenge all the activities 

planned for that day were successfully completed. 

 On 29 October 2013 the plan was to offer the ICT Skills for Teachers course. Unfortunately 

the educators were chased away by a security guard who was alleged to be under the 

influence of alcohol.  The matter was referred to the relevant offices and dealt out with 

accordingly. 

 There is no telephone at the Centre, this has has major impact on effectively executing  

tasks.  

 The door was too small for the table for the Kindles to pass through. The matter has been 

referred to Vodacom and in the meantime the table and Kindles are being kept in another 

room away from the ICT Resource Centre.  

LIMPOPO – MAKHADO 

Highlights for the Limpopo centre this quarter included: 

 Between October and November 2013 another group of Sizanani 

Skills started their training.  24 participants completed the course.  

One of the trainees was 62 years old student and unemployed.  

This class had a lot of interruptions because of other competing 

programs which were supposed to run at the centre.  

 On the 25 October 2013 the Centre hosted a workshop for Curriculum Advisors for TARMIIfp.  

Absalom Netsianda and Sam Masuluke conducted the training.  

 On the 27 October 2013 the Centre had a meeting with the youth with the aim of starting 

the youth program later in Dec 2013. 



 From 7 to 8 November 2013 the follow up training for TARMIIfp 

was held.  30 educators from two circuits participated in the 

Project.  

 On the 13 November 2013 the Centre hosted a meeting for 

TARMIIfp steering committee for the District. After the meeting the 

attendees were taken to the room where the e-book display table 

has been installed. 

 From 28 - 29 November 2013 CASME training was held. The 

training was has been offered in a series of ten workshop. 

Challenges reported at this Centre were that Educators from 10 new schools were not trained for 

CASME, Windows 8 and e-Beams. Possible solutions include a training session scheduled as early as 

January 2014 and visits to individual schools will be organised by Centre Managers. 

WESTERN CAPE - WORCESTER 

In November 2013 CASME training was held. Educators learned about Geogebra and centre manager 

Cloete mentioned that he has been asking for this topic for years. Teachers committed themselves 

to training all the Maths educators in their respective schools.  

The Brewelskloof Hospital admin staff attended Microsoft Office 2010 training.  This was a good 

partnership as the admin staff will attend classes until 2014. This course will also be offered to the 

unemployed and employed people who want to up skill themselves. 

In November 2013, 200 educators were trained on Moodle Basic.  Eight 

schools were involved in this program. The schools’ computer labs were 

used.  The Schools include Paarl Gymnasium and La Rochelle Girls’ High 

School, which are two of the more prestigious schools in the Cape 

Winelands Education District. According to Cloete this was the step in 

the right direction. The Department of Basic Education has committed to 

the Online Moodle Platform for teaching and learning for ALL schools in SA.  

During the September 2013 holidays, 90 learners from Vusisizwe Secondary 

School were invited to the Centre to complete the PACE Careers Resources 

questionnaire. This will assist them in their subject choices. These learners 

will continue to use the Centre for their own studies in 2014. 

Cloete is also the Coordinator for Star Schools Worcester. He has arranged 

for 40 Grade 10 learners to use Vodacom Centre to attend Saturday classes.  

Learners will use digital resources for tutoring and studies.  

Mr Keenan Berry who is a Cisco facilitator reported that CISCO 

students have started with the online course and they are now in 

week seven.  They will finish in third week of December. According 

to Berry the excitement level has risen in anticipation and students 

are looking forward to being qualified IT Technicians.  

The Tablets arrived on the 15 November 2013. Most students have 



never seen or used the tablet pc before. They were enjoying the experience and show plenty of 

interest in exploring the gadgets. 

Cloete received the email from Kiwidore Fillis, a Physical Sciences teacher in Worcester. 

“I just want to inform you on how e-beam interactive board has changed my teaching methods. First 

of all, my kids love it. I used to write all the formulae and sketches on the chalkboard and it really 

took a lot of valuable time of the period. But thanks to e-beam interactive everything seems so easy 

and much more effective.  It also helped me to plan my lessons and activities so that I can project 

them on the board and to interact with them, making more interesting and understandable for the 

kids.  But most off all it really helps me with my Revision program for the matriculants as well as 

other grades. I worked through most past National Exam papers and memoranda with the 

matriculants and also the mark allocation for different questions. Since I only got e-beam interactive 

in this year it really made a world of difference and I can only improve on my teaching methods in 

helping our kids to succeed in one of the most difficult subjects.”  

Cloete also reports how according to Gert Marero, Physical Sciences teacher at Ashton Secondary,  
Vodacom technology saved the day at their school.  

“During the June exams, their internet infrastructure collapsed and they had to use the laptop and 
SIM internet connectivity to do the whole school’s reports for the June exams. The recording and 
reporting of each term’s work is done the CEMIS system, an online knowledge management system 
where all the schools’ information is stored. The recording and reporting sheets for learners are also 
stored there and can only be accessed online.” 

KWAZULU NATAL – UMBILO 

The highlight for this 4th quarter was when the Centre managed 

to arrange both the Cisco Youth Programme and ICT Skills for 

Teachers courses.  ICT Educators were also trained on financial 

literacy and use of the spreadsheet which was arranged by Ms 

Rabia Awasi, who is a Senior Specialist at Vodacom.  In October 

the Sizanani Training took place and students were trained on 

how to create documents relevant to entrepreneurs and 

community members.  

It is pleasing to note that the ICT Skills are becoming regarded as an important tool for educators to 

have. The officials had training by the DPSA and realized how helpful it is to have ICT Skills in today’s 

world of technology.   

GAUTENG - SUNNYSIDE 

The Centre Manager informed Mathapelo Sehune from SchoolNet that there would be no training 

activities at the Centre and that they would resume training next year 2014 

SITE VISITS 

NORTHERN CAPE – UPINGTON  

On 25 October 2013SchoolNet SA’s trainer and Partners in Learning Network facilitator Ernest 

Dikobe visited the Upington ICT Resource Centre. This visit combined conducting a centre status site 

visit with running the first Principals’ Forum.  



Staff 

During the visit Dikobe interviewed the Centre Trainer Alastair Rabie because Bennet Johannesen 

was on study leave. The Centre has two volunteers. There is also a cleaner and during the visit it was 

clean. 

Training program 

The following courses are being run at the centres: Sizanani ICT Skills for Community Members, 

Partners in Learning ICT Skills for Teachers, Intel Getting Started and Interactive Whiteboard training. 

Internet Café 

During the visit the centre was open from 9am to 5pm and seven 

primary school learners were using the internet Café. They mentioned 

that they were researching rivers and mountains in South Africa. One 

of them said he was searching for meaning of words. Two of the 

visitors were from the community; they mentioned that they were 

searching for jobs and they are also using facebook.  

Media Centre 

The library has been now been moved to a primary school across the street because the Department 

of Education earmarked that space for their own purposes  

Challenges 

The centre manager complained about schools not responding to the 

invite to attend trainings at the centre. Dikobe then raised the issue 

with the principals during the forum and they promised to cooperate. 

Mrs Van Wyk the Senior Manager from the Dept of Education also 

came and Dikobe mention some of the centre challenges with her.  

She promised to encourage principals and educators to maximize the 

use of the centre. 

NORTH WEST – GANYESA 

SchoolNet SA’s trainer and Partners in Learning Network facilitator Ernest Dikobe conducted the 

North West  site visit and principal’s forum on 23 October 2013. Dikobe arrived at 7:45 and on his 

arrival he some youth were standing outside waiting for the Centre to be opened. They told Dikobe 

that they were attending IT essentials. Mr Johnny Sekgobela and Ms Boikhutso Mothibi are trainers 

for IT essentials.  

Staff 

The centre has a Centre Manager Mr Avhashoni Ntsieni, two trainers and two administrators.  There 

are no cleaner and a gardener at the Centre. Ntsieni indicated that they reported the matter to the 

Department of Education and they promise to give them a cleaner soon. The infrastructure at this 

centre is in good working order and the yard is well looked after.  

Training Programme 

The Centre Manager runs an Abet programme where he trains local farmers on ICT skills three times 
a week – and during our visit ten farmers came to attend and they were enjoying the training. 
 
The following are the courses have taken place to date at the centre: 



 Stellenbosch University Course For Maths and Science Educators 

 Interactive Whiteboard Training 

 AET Educators ICT skills training 

 ICT Skills training for Dept. of. Agriculture 

 Sizanani Community ICT skills programme 

 Office Staff ICT skills 

 Leadership ICT skills  

 Innovative ICT skills 

 Intel getting started 

 Cisco IT Essential Youth skills development programme 
 

Mr. Avhashoni also indicated that they still need to train more educators so that they can start 
integrating technology into their teaching and learning. Most of educators appreciated and enjoyed 
the following trainings: 

 The use of the interactive whiteboard 

 Internet accessibility 

 Pil-network CD contents 

 Getting started 
 

Internet Café 

When the Centre opened at 8:30, twenty people were already in the there. The internet café is 
functional and is mostly used by young people from the community. Dikobe interviewed two ladies 
and a gentleman, and this is what they had to say “We come here if we want to search for jobs and 
find other opportunities, we type our CVs and we can also print them here”.   
 

Media Centre 

Most schools visit this ICT Resource Centre for ICT training and there is no library material at this 

centre. 

Challenges 

 All the air conditioners at this centre were not working, except for the one in the manager’s 
office. Of particular concern is the fact that the air conditioner in the UPS room is not 
working which puts the centre’s backup system at risk.  Ntsieni mentioned that together 
with other minor repairs, all was reported to the Department of Works and they promised to 
fix it but nothing was done about it.  

 Some of the computers have network card problems. 

 There is no cleaner and gardener 

 Unpaid telephone and electricity bills. 

 The trainers don’t get any stipend and this has lowered their morale.  
 

Mr Avhashoni Ntsieni suggested that the solution to the current challenges facing the centre is that 
they be allocated a budget to cover the cost of some of the items mentioned. 

 

KWAZULU - UMBILO 

Background 

On 04 November 2013 SchoolNet SA ICT Trainer and Support Specialist Nomty 

Gcaba visited the Umbilo ICT Resource Centre in Umbilo. During this time she 

interviewed the Centre Manager Lindiwe Dlamini.  She then conducted the 

principals’ forum and had an opportunity to see some of the Cisco students who 



were busy in class. Gcaba was visiting this venue for the first time as her last visit and training was in 

Pinetown however all faces were familiar.  

Staff  

The centre is managed by Mrs. Lindiwe Dlamini, the technology advisor for the Pinetown District. 

Lindiwe’s qualifications include and Masters degree in Geography and Tourism, as well as Bachelor 

of Education and Bachelor of Arts degrees. She is a former College of Education lecturer in ICT and a 

Physical Education specialist. 

During the interview Lindiwe indicated that she is the only person working 

full time at the centre however does have three volunteers.  Dlamini would 

like the volunteers to get accreditation to conduct Sizanani training at the 

centre.  

Training Programme 

During the visit the Centre Manager mentioned that the Centre opens at 07:30-16:30. During 

Gcaba’s visit three sessions were taking place at this centre - The Principals Forum, SA SAMS training 

and IT Essentials training – and as a result the centre had no space for visitors in the internet café. 

The Umbilo Centre started its full operations after the move in September.  SchoolNet SA had 

provided the Centre Managers with a year plan template and stats template. Dlamini has found this 

very useful to plan courses for the centre. The year plan was clear and the centre was busy with 

Vodacom youth skills as well as soft skills.    

The following courses are offered at the centre by centre staff: Sizanani – ICT Skills for Community 

Members; ICT Skills for Teachers; Basic computer literacy; Cisco training; IWB and Ibox. These train 

the trainer courses have been offered by SchoolNet SA trainers at the centre: Sizanani, Helpdesk, ICT 

Skills for Teachers. And the following courses have been provided by other outside facilitators: 

Casme, Big Media, Ibox and IWB. 

 

The Centre Manager has conducted more than ten rounds of Sizanani training and two of ICT Skills 

for Teachers. 15 students are currently busy with IT Essentials.  The impact of training still can’t be 

measured in schools and at this stage however Lindiwe has visited educators in 30 schools were 

using Vodacom equipment.   

 

The new centre location is small but busy. There is one training room, and the room is used by Cisco 

students on daily basis. Now that the relocation is complete it is hoped that the courses that did not 

take place can be held early in 2014 – namely Intel Getting Started training of trainers, ICT 

Leadership for Education Managers and the Microsoft Innovation course.   

 

Internet Café 

There are 16 computers in the Media Centre.  The internet is very fast.  On Gcaba’s arrival there was 

a training session taking place in the Internet café but statistics in the register show that close to 300 

people have made use of the internet in the past three months. Lindiwe confessed that when the 

move was initiated she never thought the place would be busy as it had been in a suburban area but 

the marketing has paid off and the centre is well used.  



Media Centre 

The Library is very well resourced; there is software for Maths, Science, 

Accounting, Learning Channel resources and number of encyclopedias.  

Despite the resources available, there is no full time person working at the 

media centre and the library is not busy.  

Challenges  

 Lindiwe is the only staff member that is fully employed at the Centre.  The volunteers are 

waiting to get jobs and they can leave at any time.  One volunteer was getting married and 

she was away for a long time.   

 The Centre needs to employ full time trainers who will be able qualify and become trainers. 

The volunteers are not qualified as trainers and as a result Lindiwe is the only trainer at the 

Centre. 

 There is still no petty cash at the centre and no systems are in place to collect fees from 

users. The suggestion to charge for internet use and facilities like printing, scanning, binding, 

laminating and photocopying has not been implemented.   

 The centre is very far from 30 schools it serves. 

 The centre is small, there is need to get more space.   

Conclusion 

The Centre manager is excited about the new centre.  She is hoping that with time everything will 

improve at this centre.  It is still early stages and some other areas are still unused but next year all 

areas will be used.  All 30 schools have been given 3G modems and also received workshops at the 

Principals Forum, this will ensure good communication.  The schools are receiving help on creating 

their school blogs through the centre manager and this platform together with Vodacom Digital 

Classroom will enable teachers to share their work. Gcaba realised that Lindiwe is not stressed about 

Google docs and Stats like before and only updates these and the year plan occasionally.  

PRINCIPALS’ FORUMS 

During this quarter Principals’ Forums were held at the ICT Resources centres in Upington, North 

West, and KwaZulu Natal.  These sessions were well attended and the principals enjoyed finding out 

more about the offerings at the centres and how their schools can benefit from being part of the 

Vodacom project. The Forums provided an opportunity to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the 

various stakeholders and for questions to be asked and answers. All the principals present that 

attended in in the three Centre’s mentioned above received new Vodacom Sim cards.  Facilitators 

encouraged them to use the sim cards with professional integrity so it can benefit their schools. 

As part of the Forum, principals registered themselves on the Vodacom Digital Classroom platform; 

they joined the Partners in Learning Network and they signed up to be SchoolNet SA members. It is 

hoped that by joining these platforms, principals will become more aware of the digital tools that are 

available and the events that are taking place at their centres. All sessions followed a similar format 

and are described briefly below. 

NORTH WEST – GANYESA 

On the 25 October 2013, the Principals forum was attended by 18 

principals and was run by Ernest Dikobe. Dikobe show them how to 



register on the Vodacom Digital Classroom and also demonstrated to them how to access 

educational resources from the portal.  Seven principals managed to register on the Partners in 

Learning Network, they were shown how to access free Educational tools and to join a community of 

educators. Principals were encouraged to motivate their educators to maximize the use of the 

centre by sending them for trainings and to encourage learners to visit to do their homework. The 

principals were also encouraged to sign up for SchoolNet membership in order to be updated with 

latest technology and trainings. 

The Principals raised the challenges that the centre is too far from their schools, particularly those 

coming from Mahikeng, which is 220km. They proposed that there should be multiple Principals 

Forums so that they will be able to interact.  

NORTHERN CAPE – UPINGTON 

The Northern Cape Principals’ Forum took place in October 2013 and was run by Ernest Dikobe.  25 

Principals were taken through a presentation where they were shown equipment at the Centre and 

how they could be used to benefit their Learners. Dikobe demonstrated how to sign up on the 

Vodacom Digital Classroom and showed them how to download You Tube videos and other 

resources to benefit children at their schools.  

During the presentation principals indicated that educators need basic 

skills. Dikobe referred them to Mr Bennet Johannesen to write their names 

in the Centre register and indicate which course they needed. Principals 

were encouraged to form a relationship with the Centre Manager. Dikobe 

encouraged principals to talk to SGBs and encourage them to motivate 

community members particularly youth to use the centre. 

KWAZULU NATAL – UMBILO 

The workshop was presented by Nomty Gcaba a SchoolNet ICT Trainer and Specialist.  22 Principals 

attended the Forum as well as Mrs Lindiwe Dlamini (Centre Manager);The salesmen from Pegasus 

Mail, Mr Zamo (Cisco Facilitator), and Mr Dikgomo (Department of Education).  Participants who 

attended the forum were very cooperative, had good skills and their own email addresses. 

The training took place from started from 12:00 until 14:00. Mrs Dlamini spoke about the role of the 

principals in ICT, and requested that principals communicate and share information about their 

school.  She told them to used different networks to communicate.  Mr Dikgomo also emphasised 

what Dlamini had said, he informed the principals that the Department of Education is very happy 

about the Vodacom initiative.  Zamo introduced Cisco training and explained the criteria that is used 

to select the students.  Principals were very keen and promised to help students register for next 

year.   

Nomty Gcaba conducted a presentation on the purpose of the Vodacom project and what is offered 

at Vodacom ICT Resource Centres.   Gcaba discussed the importance of using the Centre as there are 

number of resources that are available online and under Digital Classroom. Gcaba demonstrated the 

Vodacom digital classroom and directed participants to the maths resources, Mindset Network and 

professional development offerings.  



Educators then got an opportunity to register in the Vodacom digital classroom and looked at all the 

resources.  They learnt how to register and commented on a discussion.  The Facilitator told them 

about importance to use the network and asked that they help other educators to sign in. Educators 

were also instructed to try and put their schools on the map by creating blogs, wikis etc. She 

introduced them to Partners in Learning Network and gave them opportunity to sign and explore 

resources that educators can use. All principals attended also joined SchoolNet SA membership.  

Principals promised to attend computer classes. Gcaba further discussed Innovation Workshops and 

the importance of attending. The TeachMeet was also discussed and principals will wait to hear 

when it will take place. 

Gcaba put an emphasis on the importance of attending courses like the Principals Forum and ICT 

Leadership for Education Managers as this is only for principals and not the members of staff.  

Principals agreed that they usually send staff members to these courses and that this time around 

they will take the initiative to attend for themselves. 

DEPLOYING STUDENT TECHNICAL SUPPORT SOLUTIONS (HELPDESK) 

FREE STATE – THABA NCHU 

The Free State Technical Help Desk took place on 24 – 28 September 2013 and 

was run by a SchoolNet Trainer Themba Mabaso. Participants were increasing 

daily Mabaso reported that 14 participants attended on the last day.  Most 

participants were from Bloemfontein which is about 70KM away from the 

Training venue. Participants were CAT teachers and some were just members of 

the community.  The training was at the Siyanda Motheo Education Centre in Thaba Nchu in the Free 

State province. The trainer was given a computer room plus a big room to conduct this training.  On 

the first day participants did not arrive and the keys for the trolley with laptop was misplaced. The 

training was postponed to a next day due to poor attendance. 

The next day of training started on a very high note and as the trainer introduced topics on 

Hardware. After finishing this chapter, it was then time to dismantle computers and reassemble 

them. The trainer introduced An TCP/IP, Domains, and Workgroups, IP 

addressing, subnet mask, gateways, and DHCP and DNS servers. All 

participants were taken to the computer lab for more demonstrations 

and practice. Thenext topic was Installing an Operating System. The 

trainer then explained things that they needed to know about preparing 

to install an OS. Trainees seem to enjoy especially the practical sessions.  

MICROSOFT PARTNERS IN LEARNING ICT LEADERSHIP FOR EDUCATION MANAGERS 

ICT Leadership for Education Managers training was run at two Vodacom ICT Resource Centres, i.e. 

North West and Northern Cape. The KwaZulu-Natal and Limpopo session was put on hold due to the 

Centre Managers being too busy and other technical problems and will resume from January 2014. 

The purpose of this programme is to introduce education managers in schools and regional offices to 

some key aspects of ICT leadership. The course is structured in 3 modules -what education managers 

can do with ICT; What teachers and learners do with ICT; and How schools manage ICT. The course is 

designed to introduce ideas about ICT leadership in order to gain a better understanding of ICT in 

the school.  



NORTHWEST – GANYESA 

From 23 – 25 July 2013, Tshilidzi Tshiredo, the trainer from 

SchoolNet reported that on his arrival he noticed that the centre is 

fully functional with all the resources in a good condition. All 

participants had at least basic Microsoft word and email addresses. 

Principals have a general interest in ICT and are significantly part of 

its evolution in their schools.  

Tshiredo discussed the purpose of the course and demonstrated the cd navigation. He explained the 

tipsheets and introduced the scenario on certificates. The discussion around Vision and ICT 

Management was very helpful. Most principals saw a need to implement ICT for policy. The 

facilitator used Bookmark as the first common scenario, following scaffolding methodology. 

Principals learnt and appreciated the significance of the training mode though some found it boring 

as they knew how to do the activities. The facilitator also shared some aspects of cloud computing 

with them. 

Principals collaborated as they did their work and this made completion of activities more enjoyable. 

It became clear as they dealt with Vision and ICT management in their schools, that most principals 

are on par and the trainer assume others were ahead of his expectations as he present the course. 

Half of the trainees are leading by example at their school. All participants actively participated 

throughout the course.  

NORTHERN CAPE – UPINGTON 

The trainer for this session has not yet submitted his report. This session will be reported on in the 

next quarter.  

VODACOM SA CONFERENCE FOR CENTRE MANAGERS 

The highlight of this quarter for the ICT Resource Centre managers was attending the Vodacom 

Conference. The event was attended by Mr Mthobeli Tengimfene 

Executive Head CSI projects who welcomed all stakeholders attended 

include Department of Education officials, Cisco and Schoolnet SA. He 

highlighted all events since 2010 and then talked about “taking the 

dream to the next level”  Tengimfene presented on the CISCO Youth 

skills programme which is an ad hoc project attached to the centre 

programme. He said after reality of youth unemployment rate, Vodacom CSI 

and CISCO joined forces to try and equip 15 out of school youth with CISCO 

training and certification that makes it possible for them to be employable 

or entrepreneurs. The project has started in the Northern Cape and North 

West and the remaining seven centres will follow by the year 2014. 

Josine Overdevest from Vodacom facilitated a work session on “taking the dream to the next level”   

Participants worked in group and created story board.  Josine did very 

well on this topic and participants manage to explore the current state 

of the Centre and future dreams.  Later Josine directed participants to 

their story board and see how they could incorporate learning/findings 

from the two presentations.  Michelle York from CSI facilitated the 



session where they looked at creating a vision with the end in mind. She presented a paper on 

knowing the difference between Output and Impact. Her advice was with every Input there should 

be Impact in mind. Omashani Naidoo conducted an engaging presentation on continuous teacher 

development and her focus was on teaching how leaners learn. Through an online evaluation she 

gathered information on what participants thought about her topic and from their responses 

managed to direct their thinking on what continuous teacher development is.   

Lawrie Golding Head coach at Vodacom did an inspirational talk themed “ BUILT FOR A MISSION” He 

talked about striving to complete every task given with zeal for we never know what our destiny 

holds. He focused a bit on appreciating people that surround us despite their capabilities.  

On the last day the deputy Minister Enver Surty addressed participants on 

the importance of private organizations uniting with the department as a 

catalyst in the education sphere. This would assist in addressing some of the 

social and educational ills that South Africa is currently faced with. Haroon 

Mahomed gave a presentation on how centres can align their work with the 

DBE. This would be achieved by using the Integrated Strategic Planning 

Framework for Teacher Education and Development 2011-2025. 

Participants recommended that an ICT Resource Centre management information system to be built. 

This was recommended after there were long discussions on trying to minimise administration work 

for centre managers and to create a reliable reporting structure. Claude Tshimanika the Deputy 

Director of curriculum Innovation and E-Learning DBE took us through a management system in 

progress with the intention to understand what the centres required. 

Mario Marais from CSIR did a presentation on the Cofimvaba project (ICT4RED).  He explained how 

the learning by earning badges motivates educators to strive to complete their work and how by 

completing the different levels they get to earn prices for their work.  This process makes them 

support each other in trying to reach high grounds in learning. 

Participants were tasked to think about how they formed a Community of practice and to think of 

different ways of nurturing and growing their communities. 

There were four awards for centre managers and they were awarded as 

follows: 

 Commitment and dedication Award-All Centre Managers  

 Innovation Award- NC 

 Digital Award -MP 

 Community Award –EC 

 Overall Award-MP 
 

  



WEBINARS FOR CENTRE MANAGERS 

In this quarter Nomty Gcaba from SchoolNet continued with organising 

webinars for Centre Managers.  Two more webinars on blogging were 

presented to 11 centre managers by SchoolNet’s Fiona Beal on 16 and 23 

October 2013. The focus for part two was setting date, layout, comment 

settings, filling in the “about me” section in the sidebar, adding photos 

and videos.  

In Part three Fiona Beal focused on adding pages to your blog, as well as a tag cloud, blog roll, 

welcome, clustermap, live traffic feed and attractive header. Both sessions went well and 

appreciated by Centre Managers.  

Below are links to some of the blogs created as a result of this webinar series: 

http://thabanchuictcentre.blogspot.com/ 

http://emalahlenivodacentre.blogspot.com/ 
http://edutecho.blogspot.com/ 
kznictcentre.blogspot.com 
http://ganyesaictresourcecenter.blogspot.com/ 

 

On the 24 October 2013 SchoolNet SA Programs Manager Ms Megan 

Rademeyer presented a webinar on TeachMeets. 12 participants 

including trainers participated in this webinar.  Rademeyer briefly 

discussed TeachMeets and shared tips on how to join Teachmeet and 

how can a teacher teachers start their own TeachMeets. Centre 

managers are expected to run TeachMeets at their respective centres.  

CONCLUSION 

SchoolNet would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the Centre Managers on their 

achievements to date: close to 20 000 people visited Vodacom Centres in 2013 and close to 37 000 

people have visited the Vodacom Centre Managers since 2011 which bears testimony to the fact 

that the centres are offering a valuable service in their communities.  These numbers are expected 

to be tripled next year as the centres continue their marketing strategy. We are especially proud of 

the teams at the Eastern Cape, Mpumalanga, North West and Northern Cape centres who have 

successfully held all the train the trainer sessions.  

All Centre Managers are now able to update their stats and year plans on their pages on the Google 

Doc which has streamlined administration. Unfortunately for most centres, there is still no full time 

manager or training staff devoted to centres. This means that training programs are not fully 

operationalized; training is sometimes postponed and it is a challenge to remind centre managers to 

update their stats and year plans. This is because centre managers also have to perform their other 

job functions as subject advisors or ICT coordinators and need to spend time visiting schools away 

from the centres.  

Nomty Gcaba and Megan Rademeyer 

SchoolNet SA: December 2013 
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